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Large carnivores push us to choose a path



Respect the public trust 

Intergenerational equity  

Evaluating the ‘hunt to conserve’ hypothesis



1776 U.S. threw 
out the English 
sovereign and 
declared a 
federation of 
states

1972 the public 
interest evolves 

with societal 
changes

IN MEMORIAMIN MEMORIAM

Joseph L. Sax
James H. House and Hiram H. Hurd Professor, Emeritus

University of California, Berkeley
1936 - 2014

 
Joseph Lawrence Sax, renowned as one of the founders of the field of
environmental law, passed away in March after a series of strokes. Joe was the
consummate scholar and teacher; a visionary and influential environmental
advocate; and a loving husband, father, and grandfather. He will be sorely
missed and dearly remembered. His influence on environmental and natural
resources law will continue for many decades to come, both through his
writings and the many students and colleagues he inspired to follow in his
footsteps.
 
Joe graduated from Harvard College in 1957 and the University of Chicago
Law School. He began his law teaching career at the University of Colorado in
1962, moved to the University of Michigan in 1966, and came to Berkeley in
1986. It would be impossible to overstate Joe’s influence on the field of
environmental law. He entered academia before anyone had imagined such a
specialty. Over the next ten years, Joe and a handful of others literally
invented environmental law. According to Professor Barton (“Buzz”)
Thompson of Stanford Law School, "Joe, more than anybody else, is
responsible for the very existence of the field called environmental law. Joe
came up with some of the central concepts that are still key to environmental
law."
 
Joe’s scholarship was original and typically broke new ground. A unifying

1936-2014 
Judge Sax

http://senate.universityofcalifornia.edu/
JosephL.Sax.html

Michigan Law Review 1970

1842 People are 
sovereign over all 
environmental assets

1892 
Preserve 
the trust 
and control 
by the state 
never lost

1948 Preserve the trust

1982 all uses are 
protected as 

feasible



Governments are accountable for the broad 
public interest in preserving and regulating 

exploitation of wildlife as trust assets for the 
benefit of current and future generations.

• Is a doctrine brain-washing? No 

• Doctrines are legal tests established in constitutional, statutory, 
or common law precedents that guide formal judgments.

• Does preservation mean ‘no use’? No  

• All legal uses are recognized. No particular use gets preference.

• Broad public interest? Not stakeholders or narrow, special interests

Treves, Chapron, López-Bao, Shoemaker, Goeckner, Bruskotter “Predators and the Public 
Trust” Biological Reviews, in press. Available up front or by email from atreves@wisc.edu 

mailto:atreves@wisc.edu


Governments are accountable for the broad 
public interest in preserving and regulating 

exploitation of wildlife as trust assets for the 
benefit of current and future generations.

Legislative & executive branches



Governments are accountable for the 
broad public interest in preserving and 

regulating exploitation of wildlife as trust 
assets for the benefit of current and future 

generations.

Judicial branch



The broad public

Governments are accountable for the 
broad public interest in preserving and 

regulating exploitation of wildlife as trust 
assets for the benefit of current and future 

generations.



“Defenders of the short-sighted men who in their greed and selfishness will, 
if permitted, rob our country of half its charm by their reckless extermination 
of all useful and beautiful wild things, sometimes seek to champion them by 
saying that ‘the game belongs to the people.’

 So it does; and not merely to the people now alive, 
but to the unborn people. The ‘greatest good for the 
greatest number’ applies to the number within the 
womb of time, compared to which those now alive 
form but an insignificant fraction. Our duty to the 
whole, including the unborn generations, bids us to 
restrain an unprincipled present-day minority 
from wasting the heritage of these unborn 
generations…”

(Chapter 10, passage 25, Roosevelt, 1916) 



 Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)   
http://40.media.tumblr.com/

tumblr_mcgqralYV01rf1jvro1_r1_1280.jpg

Intergenerational equity? 
Substantial impairment? 
Next generation?
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Wisconsin's 2013 plan

Preserve 
wolves for 
next year

Narrow interest in 
killing wolves

http://40.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_mcgqralYV01rf1jvro1_r1_1280.jpg


 Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)   
http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/51jZaPzbXDL._SY300_.jpg
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Intergenerational equity plan for Wisconsin's wolves

Preserve wolves 
forever

Ojibwe interest in 
protecting Ma’iingan

Hunters interested in killing wolves

Wolf-hunt consistent with the PTD

http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/51jZaPzbXDL._SY300_.jpg


Intergenerational equity 
demands preservation of the 
principal of the assets. 

Values and morals are central 
to our legal codes. 

Future citizens have a right to 
self-determination.  

Therefore we have no right to 
determine their uses. 

Intrinsic value may be true but 
operationalize it.



Governments are accountable for the 
broad public interest in preserving and 

regulating exploitation of wildlife as trust 
assets for the benefit of current and future 

generations.

Scientists and 
managers
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis
Scientists and managers 

share a common interest in 
testing this hypothesis. 

An update since 
 2009
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis
Hunting helped conserve 

ungulates and game-birds in 
the past. Will it help conserve 
wolves?
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis makes three predictions

Goals

Maintain stable population at a target level

Prevent property damage

Improve attitudes, change values, reduce poaching

Treves 2009
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis makes three predictions

Goals Proponents Opponents

Maintain stable 
population at a 
target level

Well understood?  
Generates data & 
revenue for 
conservation of 
predators?

Poorly 
understood?  

Poorly regulated? 

Unsustainable? 

Drains sources?

Treves 2009; unpublished



WI: Total wolf mortality 18-33% by April 
2012 (Treves et al. in press) yet the 

population grew an average of 11% per 
year in the years 2008–2012

WI added 14–15% morality 
from lethal management by 

April 2013

WI added 3–17% by 
April 2014



Well-regulated?
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis tested in Wisconsin

Goals Proponents Opponents

Maintain stable 
population at a 
target level

Well understood, 
generated revenue 
for something? 
generated data for 
conservation

Poorly 
understood, 
unsustainable 
beyond 2015, 
(Treves et al. 2015, 
in press), not well-
regulated (WI Fed. 
Hum. Soc. 2013)
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis tested in Wisconsin

Goals Proponents Opponents

Prevent property 
damage

Removes culprits?  

Scares survivors?  

Prevents future 
losses?

Removes non-
culprits (46% were 
pups <7.5 months 
old, >200 packs 
were affected yet 
<106 packs ever 
depredated).  
Exacerbates threats 
& damages?

No peer-reviewed publications since 2011.
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis tested in Wisconsin

Goals Proponents Opponents

Improve 
attitudes, 
change 
values, 
reduce 
poaching

Predators will be more 
valued as game?  

Poaching will diminish?

Non-hunters oppose?  

Few hunters value top 
predators as much as 
ungulate prey?  

Devaluing wolves will 
increase poaching? 

Will only reduce anger 
at agencies?
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The “hunt to conserve” hypothesis tested in Wisconsin

Goals Proponents Opponents

Improve 
attitudes, 
change 
values

Only minorities of 
hunters valued wolves 
or tolerated wolves 
better since 2009; most 
opinions did not 
change and net shift 
was towards lower 
tolerance or higher 
inclination to poach 
(Hogberg et al. 2015; 
Treves et al. 2013),  

poaching diminished 
(Treves et al. 2015; in 
press)

Non-hunters will 
oppose wolf-hunts,  
most hunters saw 
wolves as 
competitors for 
deer; poaching 
opportunity and 
frequency increased 
(Treves et al. 2015; in 
press), 

 increased approval 
of agencies (Lewis et 
al. unpublished 
MFWP report)
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Independent scientists should test assumptions

Litigation
Killing is effective

Poaching
Be flexible or else



Thank you

Adrian Treves, PhD
Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
October 2015

atreves@wisc.edu
http://faculty.nelson.wisc.edu/treves/
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